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Compatibility in Physical Theories

by D. I. Hernia and Al. Ivanov

Institute of Physical Chemistry, 202 Spi. Independent, R-77208 Bucharest, Romania

[3.V.1996, revised 8.VII.1996)

Abstract. Only those physical theories are considered which may be constructed from atomic
ortho-lattices. It is proved that an atomic ortholattice becomes a physical theory (i.e. an atomic
orthomodular having the covering property lattice) if an appropriate denumerable family
{Fp C L x L; p ^ 0} of symmetric relations, with Fp describing different "degrees of incompatibility",
may be defined on it. It is shown that such a family may be explicitly constructed if certain
easily understandable physical reasons are taken into account.

1 Introduction
In this work a physical theory is, from the mathematical point of view, an atomic
orthomodular lattice which verifies the covering property. The elements of a physical

theory will be interpreted as tests ("yes—no" experiments). To be more precise,
a test is considered to be a pair consisting of a propositional part (a set of logically
equivalent propositions) and an operational component, which is a set of contacts
(ideal measuring procedures) which permit us to decide if the propositions of the test
are true or not [1].

Our aim is to present an interpretation of the mathematical structure of a physical
theory from an unitary point of view. In order to make clear our interpretation, we
will first review the current situation in this field. For the sake of convenience we
will consider a physical theory (L, <, ±), i.e. an orthomodular lattice defined by the
order " < " and the orthocomplementation " 1 ". The first remark is that the order
and the orthocomplementation on L are physically justified relations [2]. This means
that these two relations have a clear physical meaning resulting from empirical
facts. The algebraic operations on L, i.e. the meet and join, defined respectively by
a Ab and aVb for all a,b€L, are also considered physically meaningful, but this is not
so easy to accept (see, for instance [3]). Nevertheless, it is generally admitted that
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any physical theory is at least an atomic ortholattice (concerning atomicity, see
[4]). Concerning orthomodularity and the covering law, they are discussed in several
works which contain also attempts to interpret them. The orthomodularity is
"derived" by using different tools and assumptions in the papers [6-8,1]. Concerning
interpretation of the covering we mention the Jauch and Piron's attempt to find such
an interpretation by using a reasoning based on the notion of measurement of the
first kind [9]. The problem of the covering property appears also in an interesting
paper by Pool about quantum mechanics and semimodularity [10].

In our work we try to show that the empirical compatibility is that physical fact
which can justify both orthomodularity and the covering law (we say that two tests
a and b are empirically compatible if there exists a contact which can measure both
a and b in any state). It is therefore important to find relations on L which describe
the empirical compatibility. Besides, when there are empirically incompatible tests,
we have to consider also an incompatibility relation on L.

Let us assume that the atomic ortholattice L is a virtual physical theory. Then we
have to accept that it must exist on L two complementary relations describing
compatibility and incompatibility of tests. For our treatment it is necessary to
analyze more deeply the incompatibility of tests. If the "definition" of the empirical
compatibility is considered, we may say that two tests are incompatible if we can not
find a contact able to measure both of them in any state. This fact does not exclude
the existence of contacts which measure simultaneously the given tests in some
states. A direct consequence of this observation is the idea that it might exist pairs
of incompatible tests which are not equally incompatible.

All these considerations make reasonable the fundamental hypothesis of our
treatment: the incompatibility relation may be split off into a family of mutually disjoint
relations, each of them corresponding to a given "degree of incompatibility". More
precisely, we will prove that an atomic ortholattice L is a physical theory if there
exists {Fp; p€ N} a family of relations on L (N is the set of natural numbers including
0), Fp representing the incompatibility of degree p. In addition, it will be assumed
that the set NU {»} plays the role of an "incompatibility scale", in the sense that, if
(a,b)£Fp, (a',b')€EFp. and p<p', then the tests a,b are less incompatible than the tests
a',b'.

It is obvious that such a hypothesis makes sense if we are able to construct explicitly
a family {Fp; p6N} for some atomic ortholattices. This will be done in the present
work. For the moment it is important to note that, if the existence of a degree of
incompatibility is accepted, then all relations Fp must be symmetric. Since, taking
into account the above mentioned convention concerning "incompatibility scale", F0

represents obviously the compatibility relation, it is also reflexive.

It will be seen that, once the relation F0 constructed, the symmetry of the relation F!
is crucial for defining the "incompatibility scale" and the basic geometrical structure
of physical theories. In conclusion we will be in position to affirm that the orthomod-
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ularity, the atomicity, the covering property and the dimension function on a physical

theory have all a common basis: the fact that in any physical theory must exist
a family of relations which describes the empirical compatibility and incompatibility
of tests.

Consequently, the structure of the paper is the following. In Paragraph 3 we study
certain symmetry properties which are useful in our treatment and the possible
physical meaning of some important relations, like modularity. The compatibility
relation is defined in Paragraph 4. Paragraph 5 contains several interesting results
which point out once again the properties of compatibility in orthomodular lattices
which do not satisfy necessarily the covering law. Finally, the construction of the
family {Fp} is completed in Paragraph 7.

2 Prerequisites
All the results, notions and notations which are used in our work may be found, for
instance, in the book [5]. Nevertheless, we decided that it would be easier to read
the paper if a list of the most frequently used notions and results is given. In this
paragraph we present such a list.

0° Given S a nonempty set and RcSxS a relation, we will denote (a,b)GR by (a,b)R
or aRb and (a,b)£R by (a,b)R or ajf&>.

1° Given (L,<) a lattice, we define the relation "<." by

x<y«y<x. (2.1)

Denoting by L, L* the pairs (L,<), (L,<.) respectively, we call L* the dual of L.
The relation " < " will be occasionally denoted by 0.

2° Given (L, <) a lattice, we say that (a,b)£LxL is a modular (dual modular) pair
and write (a,b)M ((a,b)M* if

xGL, x<b=*(xVa)Ab=xV(aAb) (2.2)

(xGL, x>b =» (xAa)Vb=xA(aVb)). (2.2')

L is called modular (dual modular) if (a,b)M ((a,b)M* for all pairs (a,b)£LxL. L is
called semimodular if (a,b)M =» (b,a)M.

3° We write a<b and say that "b covers a" or "a is covered by b" if a<x<b =» x=a
or x=b. By 0(L) is denoted the set of all atoms of L. We say that L has the covering
property if

a€L, pefi(L), p^a=>a<faVp. (2.3)

We say that L has the exchange property if
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aGL, p,qGQ(L), p^a, p<aVq =» q<aVp. (2.4)

The implication (2.3) => (2.4) is true. The converse implication is true if L is atomistic

(i.e. any aGL is the join of all atoms under a). In atomistic lattices having the
covering property the following implication is also true:

aAb«b=>a<aVb, a,bGL. (2.5)

4° A subset B of an atomistic lattice L is said to be a chain if any two elements of B

are comparable. A chain B is said to be connected if for any xEB there exists x'GB
such that x<x'. If B is a chain such that AB=a, VB=b, then B is said to be a chain
between a and b. The cardinal of a chain is called the length of that chain. We say
that L satisfies the Jordan-Dedekind (JD) property (axiom) if for any two elements
a,b£L, all connected chains between a and b have the same length. An element of
an atomistic lattice L is called finite if it is the join of a finite family of atoms. If a
is a finite element of L and L has the JD property, then all connected chains
between 0 and a have the same length, denoted by d(a), which is called the dimension
of the element a. The set J(L) of all finite elements of L is an ideal and J(L)9a -»

-* d(a)G N is a dimension function on J(L).

5° Let L be a lattice. For any two elements x,yGL, x<y, the set L[x,y]=
{zGL;x<z<y} is called the interval/segment between x and y. If a,b£L, (a,b)M,

(b,a)M* then the intervals L[aAb,b], L[a,aVb] are isomorphic via the mappings

L[aAb,b]9x - ei(x)=aVxGL[a>aVb], (2.6)

L[a,aVb]=>y -* G2(x)=bAyGL[aAb,b]. (2.6')

6° The relations C,C defined by

(a,b)C ~ b=(aAb)V(ai Ab) (2.7)

(a,b)C*^b=(aVb)A(aiVb) (2.7')

are called commutativity and dual commutativity on L respectively.

7° Given L an orthomodular lattice and aGL, we can define the corresponding to the
element a Sasaki's projections <pa <pa, as follows:

Pa:L-L, va(x)=(xVa1)Aa (2.8)

¥>.:L-L, É.fcMxAa^Va (2.8')

3 Symmetry properties of binary relations
We will study several properties of binary relations on an ortholattice L, which are
conventionally called symmetry properties. Our aim is to show that there are some
relations on L whose symmetry properties imply the orthomodularity or the semi-
modularity (covering property) of L. Since the symmetry properties are usually
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easier to interpret in physical terms, they may be used for justifying orthomodularity
or semimodularity.

Before to list the interesting to us symmetry properties, we have to note that only
those relations which are invariant under automorphisms of L are considered. This
is because, given P(x1,...,xn)CLxn a relation having a physical meaning and f: L -* L
an automorphism, the relation f(P)={(ftx1),...,f(xn)); (x1,...,xn)GP} must coincide with
P. The most important examples of invariant under automorphisms relations are
the order "<" and the orthocomplementarity "1", which is defined by (a,b)l<=>
<==> a^b1. It is easy to understand that there exist a lot of relations on L,
constructed by using "<" and " 1 ", which are also invariant under automorphisms. It
will be easy to verify that all particular relations with possible physical implications
discussed below have this property.

In what follows we will consider for any relation RCLxL a relation R called the
dual of R, and defined by R* ={(x1,y1); (x,y)R}.

The symmetry properties listed in the next definition are denoted, for the sake of
convenience, by greek letters.

Definition 3.1. Let RCLxL be a binary relation on L. We say that R is:

(i) a-symmetric if (a,b)R =* (a±,b)R ;

(ii) ô-symmetric if (a,b)R =» (b,a)R* ;

(iii) aô-symmetric if R R ;

(iv) a- symmetric if (a,b)R =» (b,a)R.

Obviously, the a—symmetry is the usual symmetry. The ô—symmetric and aô—symmetric

relations will be called occasionally dual symmetric respectively selfdual
relations. We will use also the letter e for denoting the obvious implication (a,b)R =»

=> (ai,bi)R* It will be used frequently the relation A defined by

(a,b)A*=»aAb«b (3.2)

It is well known the following result:

Proposition 3.3. The ortholattice L is orthomodular iff C is a-symmetric.

It may be proved also

Proposition 3.4. The ortholattice L is orthomodular iff C is aô-symmetric.

Proof. Suppose C is selfdual and let us take a.bGL, a<b. We have aiVb^aiVa=l,
so that a1 Vb=l. It results (a1Vb)A(aVb)=b, so that (a,b)C* and, by using selfduality
of C, we get (a,b)C and finally

b=(aAb)V(a1 Ab)=aV(a1 Ab).
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There are also known the following two propositions:

Proposition 3.5. If L is an atomic ortholattice, then it satisfies the covering
law iff the relation M is a-symmetric (i.e. L is semimodular).

Proposition 3.6. If L is an orthomodular atomic lattice, then L has the covering

property iff the relation A (or A is ô-symmetric.

Propositions (3.3—3.6) might be considered as justifications of the orthomodularity
and covering property provided the relations they involve have themselves a clear
physical interpretation which supports the symmetry properties required. The
existence of such kind of results is important since they suggest a method for justifying

"structural properties" of physical theories, like orthomodularity and semimodu-
larity, by proving their equivalence with symmetry properties of adequate relations.
Practically, we have to find physically significant relations, whose symmetry
properties imply orthomodularity and semimodularity of physical theories.

It has been said in Introduction that we intend to construct a family {Fp } of binary
relations describing "all possible degrees of incompatibility" of tests (elements of L).
Naturally, the first step is to establish a minimal set of properties which these
relations must have. For the moment we note only, that the empirical definition of
incompatibility and the fact that the measurement of a test aGL is equivalent with
the measurement of its negation a1 GL imply that all Fp must be a—symmetric.
Henceforth, it becomes obvious that a—property is deeply connected with those
relations which are related, in a sense or another, with the possibility of simultaneous

measurement of tests. Therefore, it is interesting to see if the relations A and
M are a—symmetric. The negative answer is almost evident in the case of A. The
modularity is not a-symmetric also, but this statement is not so easy to prove. We
give below an example, constructed in the lattice of all closed subspaces of an
infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, which proves that, in general, M is not a-symmetric.

Example. Let 36 be a Hilbert space and !£c(36) the lattice of all closed subspaces of
36. Obviously, i£c(36) is orthomodular and atomic. The relation M, considered on
^tc(36), is symmetric, dual symmetric, selfdual, but it does not coincide with LxL
unless 36 is a finite dimensional space. When 36 is finite dimensional, then M is
obviously a-symmetric, so that we have to look for our example in an infinite
dimensional Hilbert space. For infinite dimensional case, we have the following
characterization of dual modular pairs of subspaces: (J( ,Az)iA <==> J( + <A is a closed
subspace «==» JI + JY J(\l JY (Mackey's theorem). Given Jl,JY G £c(36), JI A JY=

=0 we can define "the cosine of the angle between the subspaces JC jY " as
follows:

cos(Jt, AY )=sup{|<x,y> |; |x|| ||y || =1, xG JI, yG^}, (3.7)

where < ,•>, ||-|| are the scalar product and the norm in <?ifrespectively. When the
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dimensions of the subspaces JC JY are finite, we have cosi JC jY)<1. This is
because the closed unit spheres in both considered subspaces are compact, their
Cartesian product is compact also and the function "cos" being continuous attains its
sup for a pair (x,y). If the subspaces have infinite dimension this is not longer true
and it becomes possible to have cosi JC ,JY)—\ even if JC A JY =0. In such a situation

we say that JC JY is an asymptotic pair and write JC I JY. By using
Mackey's theorem we get

iJC ,jYW* **JCiJY. (3.8)

Now we have all necessary elements for constructing our example. Let us consider
{en; nGN} an orthonormal basis in 36 and A, BSN two infinite subsets such that
A U B N and A nB=0. By changing the notation of the elements of the considered
basis, we may replace easily {en; nGA}, {e„; nGB} by {fk; kGN}, {gjj jGN} respectively.

Denoting by [x] the one-dimensional subspace spanned by x, we put JC

=V[fk], JC -1-
V[gj]. Then we consider two numerical sequences (aj, (bn), such that

(i) 0<an,bn<l, a.s + b^l
(ii) a„ -+ 1, bn -* 0, sup bn< 1.

We define the subspace JY=V[h.-X where {h—a^-r-bif;-, iG N} is obviously an orthonormal

set. It \s easy to see that JC AjY JC ¦*- A jY 0. Then a„ -» 1 implies
iJC*-,jY)ÏJ\. since JC ¦*-\\jY On the other hand, for arbitrarily fixed
x=v;<x,fk>fkG^',y=E<y,hi>hiG^, ||x|| ||y | =1, we find

I <x,y> | | Ebk<x,fk> <hk,y> | <(Ebk| <x,fk> |Y(E I <hk,y> |2)*<sup bk<l

and cosiJC, jY)<1. It results JC Jf JY, which means iJC, JY)M

Since all Fp must be a-symmetric, we draw the conclusion that relations M and A
are not elements of the family (F^. It is not excluded that M or/and A have physical
interpretation, but it is clear that they are not related with compatibility or
incompatibility of tests.

The relations R which are a-symmetric have some interesting properties as it
results from the following propositions.

Proposition 3.10. Let R be an a-symmetric relation. Then a- and ô-symmet-
ries are equivalent and each of them imply selfduality (aô-symmetry).

Proof. It is sufficient to follow the simple chains of implication below.

(i) a => Ô: (a,b)R^ (a1,b)R^ (b.a^R ^ (bi,ai)R;

(ii) Ô=»a: (a,b)R%(a1,b)RÌ(b,ai)R*Ì(bi,ai)R*^(b,a)R;

(iii) o&a => aô: (a,b)R^ (a\b)R£> (b.a^R ^» (b\a)R* S (b,a)R* £ (a,b)R*
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Proposition 3.11. Let R be an a and a-symmetric relation. Then the following
statements are equivalent:

(i) <?CR;

(ii) 1CR.

Proof.

(i) =» (ii): (a,b)±=> assb1^ (a.b1)^ (a.b^RÏ (ai,bi)R^ (b'.a^R* (b.a^R^a.WR.

(ii) =» (i): ia,b)0=> a<b=> a^OV)1^ (a.b1)!.^ (a.b1^ (b'.^R^Ob.aJR^ (a,b)R.

4 Compatibility relation
Let (L, <, 1 be an ortholattice. We will try to construct the relation F0 (compatibility)

on L. We will see that, if such a relation may be constructed on L, then L is
orthomodular.

We saw that F0 must be a reflexive, symmetric, invariant under automorphisms of
L and a-symmetric relation. But it is almost obvious that we can not get the form
of F0 by using only this set of properties. On the other hand we want to get the form
of F0 by using as few as possible physical assumptions.

Since F0 is a symmetric relation, we may define the so—called F0—classes [1]. A
subset KsL is said to be a F0-class if a.bGK => (a,b)F0 and K is maximal with this
property. Since F0 must describe the empirical compatibility it is clear that any
F0-class contains only mutually compatible elements. In this case we may argue
that, if L is considered to be a "potential" physical theory, then any F0—class is a
sublattice of L which is itself a Boolean algebra,[l]. Taking account of this fact, we
can see easily that, if (a,b)F0, then b=(aAb)V(a1 Ab), or (a,b)C. In other words F0£C.
The relation C, considered on an ortholattice, has not the minimal set of properties
required for F0 since it is not generally a-symmetric. Nevertheless, it is plausible
that C is just that relation which describes compatibility. The next considerations
lead to the conclusion that this is indeed so.

First of all let us observe that, since the orthomodularity of L is equivalent with the

symmetry of C (Proposition 3.3) and the symmetry of compatibility is a physically
justified fact, it seems that the orthomodularity of L and the concrete form of F0 are
intimately related. This assumption is supported also by the following result: if
there exists a relation RCLxL which is reflexive, symmetric, its classes are
Boolean algebras and it contains the order, then R C [1]. The only assumption

in this statement which is not easy to accept a priori is that that compatibility
relation must contain the order relation. This is because, at first sight, the statement

a<b may be established/verified only if we consider the tests a,b compatible.
In fact, a standard reasoning using the common interpretation of the order relation,
assures us that the statement a <b may be operationally established even if a and b
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are incompatible (empirically). Indeed, we can imagine the following situation: for
a,bG L, a<b, there exists a finite family of tests {x;; l<i<n} such that
a=x1<x2<...<xn=b and (x;, xi+1) is a empirically compatible pair for any i,
l<i<n-l. Translated into the mathematical language of ortholattices, this fact
gives the following condition, which is natural to be imposed to any relation R which

may play the role of compatibility:

a<b -> 3 (x;), l<i<n (n>2), x1=a<x2<...<xn=b, ix,, xi+1)R. (4.1)

Taking account of these facts we may formulate and prove a theorem which
clarifies—in a sense—the problem of orthomodularity of physical theories and the form of
the relation F0.

Theorem 4.2. Let L be an atomic ortholattice and RCLxL a reflexive, symmetric

relation whose classes are Boolean algebras and having the property (4.1).

Then L is orthomodular and R C.

Proof. See [1].

The proof of Theorem 4.2 is strictly based on the atomicity of the ortholattice L. We
do not know if an analogue of Theorem 4.2 without atomicity condition can be

proved. But, in our opinion, this is not necessary, since atomicity is a property of
physical theories with a sufficiently clear physical support [4].

5 Compatible approximation in orthomodular lattices.

In this section L will be an orthomodular lattice. For any nonempty set SCL we
will define the set

C(S)={xGL;(x,s)C, VsGS}. (5.1)

We will write C(a) instead of C({a}).

Lemma 5.2. For any ScL, S^0, C(S) is an orthomodular sublattice of L. If
L is complete, then C(S) is also complete.

Proof of this statement is routine.

For any two arbitrarily fixed elements a,bGL we define the subsets:

Aa(b)={xGL;x<b, (x,a)C}

Va(b)={xGL; x>b, (x,a)C). (5.3)

Aa(b) (Va(b)) may be called lattice of inferior (superior) compatible approximation of

the element b with respect to a. The next proposition confirms that Aa(b), Va(b) are
indeed lattices.
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Proposition 5.4. The sets Aa(b), Va(b) are sublattices of L; fa(b)=(aAb)V(ai Ab) is

the greatest element of Aa(b) and ua(b)=(aVb)A(a1Vb) is the least element of
Va(b).

Proof. It is easy to see that V Aa(b)G Aa(b), so that Aa(b) is an interval in C(a). By

using Lemma 5.2 we get that Aa(b)is a sublattice of L. Since any xG Aa(b) is compatible

with a, we may write x=(aAx)V(ax Ax), and by using x<b we get x< fa(b). The

corresponding properties for Va(b) may be obtained by duality.

Remark 5.5. The equality Ao(b)=L[0,fa(b)] is not generally true since the implication
x<tß)) ¦» (x,a)C is not true. In order to prove this, let us consider the lattice !£ci36)
and the subspaces JC JY Eißci36) such that and JC A JY ^0 and JC± A JY ^0
If we take the vectors xtG JC A JY x^O, x2G JC

x
A JY, x2^0, then the vector

x=X!+x2 clearly has the properties [x]<t^iAA and ([x], JC)C.

We know that in orthomodular lattices compatibility (commutativity) implies
modularity, the converse being not true. Therefore, it is interesting to note that there are
many elements yGL[0, tß))] such that (a,y)M and (y,a)M.

Proposition 5.6. If xGL[aAb, lß))], yGL[ua(b),aVb], then (x,a)M, (a,x)M, (y,a)M*
(a,y)M*

Proof. We know that, if (c,d)M, CjGLtcAd.c], dlGL[cAd,d], then (cj.d^M, so that the
proposition is true since ita(b),a)M and (a,f a(b))M.

It is easy to see that a Ab G Aa(b), aVbG Va(b), so that it is interesting to consider the

following lattices:

La(b)={xGL; aAb<x<b, (x,a)C}

Ua(b)={xGL; b<x<aVb, (x,a)C}. (5.7)

Obviously, La(b)C Aß), Ua(b)C Va(b) and they contain all elements of L which are
interesting for a compatible approximation of b with respect to a. Intuitively it is
clear that, in order to have a satisfactory compatible approximation of b with respect
to a, it is necessary to find those elements of La(b) (Ua(b)) which are "sufficiently
close" to b. In other words, the "distance" between b and some elements of La(b)
(Ua(b)) must be sufficiently "small". Of course, the notion of distance or smallness
appearing in the last statement is quite vague. In presence of JD—property, or if a
dimension function is defined on the lattice, this notion can be made precise. This
problem will be discussed in the next paragraph.

Now we will examine some implications of the equivalences:
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(a,b)C <=» (b f.(b)=u.(b)) ~ bG A.(b).

They permit us to describe two extreme situations concerning compatible approxima-
.ion of b with respect to a.

i) If (a,b)C, then tß>)=b and there are no problems concerning the compatible
ipproximation in this case. Analogously, Ib(a)=a.

ii) The other extreme situation is Ia(b)=aAb (dually, ua(b)=aVb). We may say that,
n some sense, this is the worst compatible approximation of b with respect to a. Of
;ourse, when a<b, we have simultaneously (a,b)C and fa(b)=aAb.

The case (ii) is interesting also because it may be described in terms of two relations
which are, as we will see below, Ô—symmetric:

(a,b)B aä fa(b)=aAb
(a,b)B* ^'ua(b)=aVb (5.8)

We can show easily that BnCC^*,B*nCC^. B and B* are not a-symmetric
and, in general, they are not symmetric, but

Theorem 5.9. The relations B, B* are ô-symmetric is true. This statement can
De proved directly by using standard arguments, but we prefer to use the following
interesting proposition.

Proposition 5.10. If L is an orthomodular lattice and a,bGL, then:

(i) La(b) and L i(ax) are isomorphic;

(ii) Ua(b) and U.fa1) are isomorphic;

(iii) La(b) and Ub(a) are dual isomorphic.

Proof. Let xGLa(b) be an arbitrarily fixed element. Since (x,a)C, we have x=(xAa)V
V(xAa1). We define the mapping \p: La(b) -» L by the equality

^(x)=(xAa1)V(aiAb1).

It is clear that \p is order preserving. Then, from x<b it results that xAa1 ^bAa1,
so that \p(x)<thAa'-). Clearly, ^(x)>a1 Ab1. Since xAa1 <x<b, we have ((xAax),b)C
and, by using Lemma 5.2, we get (^(x), b^C. Collecting all these facts we obtain
<Kx)G Lbi(ai). Similarly, the mapping f : L^a1) -* L defined by £(y)=(yAb)V(aAb) is
order preserving and £(y)GLa(b). It remains to show that |(^(x))=x, \pi%(y))=y for any
xGLa(b),yGLbl(a1). Indeed, we have?Wx))=?((xAa1)V(ai Abi))={[(xAai)V(a1 Abx)]A
Ab}V(aAb)=(xAai)V(aAb)>(xAa1)V(xAa)=x,since(aiAbi,b)M,xAai<bandx<b. On
the other hand, xGLa(b), x>xAa\ x>aAb and we get x>(xAai)V(aAb)=?Wx)). The
equality ^(£(y))=y results in a similar fashion.

(ii) Put 5<x)=(xVa1)A(biVai) for any xGUa(b) and ?(y)=(yVb)A(aVb) for y G U.Ca1)
D
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and make a proof which is similar to that in point (i).

(iii)KyGLbi(a1), we have a1Ab1<y<a1 and (y.b^C. Therefore, a<y1<aVb and
iyl,b)C. In other words, the restriction of the orthocomplementation to Li(a1) is a
dual isomorphism between L()i(a1) and Ub(a). It results that the mapping

La(b)9x-r(x)=\Kx)1GUb(a)

is the dual isomorphism we are looking for.

Proof of Theorem 5.9. It is sufficient to consider the equivalence (a,b)B <=> La(b)=
{aAb}. It results that Ub(a) is also an one—element set, this being equivalent with

(b,a)B and so on.

We will give now a series of propositions which reflect different connections between
elements of compatible approximation.

Proposition 5.11. ita(b),ua(b))C.

Proof. fa(b)<b<aVb, so that (fa(b),aVb)C, ilß))y)C. Since ilß)),a)C, we get first
(^(bXaVb^C and finally (fa(b),(aVb)A(aVb1))C.

Similarly it can be proved that (fa(b),fb(a))C, (ub(b),ub(a))C.

Proposition 5.12. fa(b)Aub(a)=aAb

fa(b)Vub(a)=aVb.

Proof. By simple computation, we can prove for instance

fa(b)Vub(a)=[(aAb)V(a1Ab)]V[(aVb)A(aVb1)]=
=(aAb)V{(a1Ab)V[(aVb1)A(aVb)]}=(aAb)V(aVb)=aVb.

Proposition 5.13. Let L be an orthomodular lattice and a,bG L. Then the
following statements are true:

(i) L[ub(a),aV'b] and L[aAb,£a(b)] are isomorphic;

(ii) L[fa(b),aVb] and L[aAb,ub(a)] are isomorphic;

(iii) if 02)02(x)=xAub(a) is the isomorphism between the segments in the
point (ii) and 6V a,(y)=yVfa(b) its inverse, then we have also 02(b)=
=^b(a), ö1(a)=^a(b), where tp, are Sasaki's projections.

Proof. The statements (i) and (ii) result immediately from (2.6), (2.6'), (5.11) and
(5.12). For proving (iii) it is sufficient to observe that

Ö2(b)=bA[(aVb)A(aVb1)]=(aVb1)Ab=VJb(a).

Now we want to give a characterization of the covering law in terms of elements like
tß>). In order to do this, let us remember that any interval L[a,b] with the relative
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orthocomplementation L[a,b]9x -» x*'=(x1 Va)AbGL[a,b] is an orthomodular lattice.
We write x1=b—x and, occasionally, x+y when xly.
Proposition 5.14. Let L be an orthomodular lattice and x<y two elements of
L. Then the intervals L[0,y-x] and L[x,y] are orthoisomorphic.

Proof. Take z y-x and put a=x, b=z. We have aAb=0, aVb=y, (a,b)l, therefore
(a,b)C. It results that (a,b)M, (b,a)M* so that we can apply (2.5). Consider now the
mapping L[0,z]91 -» 01(t)=tVxGL[x,y] and let us prove that 01(t*)=[01(t)]', where #and
§ stand for relative orthocomplementations in the segments above. But t*=z—t and
we may write:

c71(t*)=xV(z-t)=xV(zAt1)=xV[(yAx1)At1]=t1 A[xV(yAx1)]=t1 Ay=(tVx)'-

Proposition 5.15. If L is an orthomodular lattice, then a<b iff b-aGlKL).

Proof. If a<b, then obviously b-aGO(L). Conversely, if b-a=pGQ(L), then it is
sufficient to apply Proposition 5.14 to the intervals L[0,p] and L[a,b].

Theorem 5.16. If L is an orthomodular atomic lattice, then the following
statements are equivalent:

(i) L has the covering property;

(ii) L has the covering property;

(iii) aGL, pGfi(L), (a,p)C =* ai> fp(a);

(iv) aGL, pGfi(L), pia1 =» *5a(p)=(pVa)AaGn(L).

Proof, (i) => (ii) since L, L* are isomorphic. For proving (ii) =» (iii) we remark that (iii)
is the dual covering law in the particular case pia1. Indeed, since pAa=0, we have

fp(a)=p1Aa. Then pia1 <=^ px<„a, where "<*" denotes the order in L* and

pxGfi(L The covering law in L* for the pair (p^a) is a<«*p1V.a, hence

a>p1Aa=fp(a).

The statement (iv) is obviously satisfied when (p,a)C. If (p,a)C, we use Proposition
5.13 for obtaining the isomorphism between intervals L[ Ip(a),aV p] and L[0=a Ap,ua(p)].
Hence, from ai> fp(a) we get 02(a)>02Up(a))=O. Therefore 02(a)Gfi(L) and 02(a)=y>a(p).

The implication (iv) =» (i) is a known result.

The results obtained in this paragraph have an obvious technical character.
Nevertheless, we consider that they illustrate quite convincingly the close connection we
expect to exist between compatibility and the geometrical structure of physical
theories.

We want to end this paragraph with some considerations concerning relations B and
A. In this short comment we prefer to denote (a,b)B by a Ab <-b. From the definition
of the relation B we know that between a Ab and b there are no elements compatible
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with a. On the other hand, as it has been proved in Theorem 5.9, B is a ô—symmetric

relation, i.e.

aAb<-b«=*a<-aVb. (5.17)

If we replace the sign "<•" by "<•", then we get

aAb<b~a«aVb, (2.5)

which is, in orthomodular lattices, equivalent with the covering law and expresses
the ô-symmetry of the relation A. It is clear that (2.5) is a much stronger condition
than (5.17). A question arises, if we might use the formal similarity between (5.17)
and (2.5) for postulating that (2.5) is true in any orthomodular lattice which may be

a physical theory. Unfortunately, the relations B and A are not a—symmetric and
have only an indirect connection with the compatibility/incompatibility relation, so

that they cannot be used in our tentative construction of the family {Fp}.

In the next paragraph we will find a solution for constructing Fj and proving in
what conditions the covering law appears as a necessary property of physical theories.

6 Quasicompatibility relation
Let L be an orthomodular atomic lattice. We want to construct the relation F,,
which we prefer — for some reasons which will become clear below — to denote by Q.
In fact we will propose a form of the relation Q suggested by the form of C and
certain other considerations.

We know that (a,b)C^ b=(a Ab)V (aL Ab). It follows that (a,b)C ^=> b >(a Ab)V(a1 Ab)=
fa (b). Therefore, it is quite natural to think that the element b — fa (b) is strictly

related to the measure of incompatibility of the pair (a,b). It is also natural to
suppose that the "smallest degree of incompatibility" corresponds to the situation
b—{¦„ (b)Gfi(L) since the lattice L does not admit nonzero elements smaller than
atoms. Taking account of these facts we will define the relation Q as follows:

(a,b)Q « b->fa(b) <=» b-<\(b)Gfi(L). (6.1)

The dual of Q is obviously the relation

(a,b) Q* ~=> b « ua(b) <=* ua(b)-b G Q(L). (6.1')

We can verify easily that Q is invariant under automorphisms of L and is an a-symmetric

relation. Consequently, it is plausible that the choice of Q for describing the
"incompatibility of degree one" is an appropriate option. Q will be named often
"quasicompatibility relation".

Once Q admitted as describing the smallest degree of incompatibility, we have to
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assume also that it is a symmetric relation. We will see soon that this assumption
is crucial for our purpose: it is equivalent to the fact that L has the covering property.

This very important result will be proved later. Now we intend to prove some
interesting properties of the relations Q and Q*

Proposition 6.2. Let L be an orthomodular atomic lattice. Then the following
statements are true:

(i) (a,b)Q «=» *>b(a)>aAb; in this case b-fa(b)=v>b(a)-(aAb);

(ii) (a,b) Q* <=> £b(a)<aVb; in this case ua(b)-b=(aVb)-£b(a);

(iii) if (a,b)Q and p=b-fa(b)Gfl(L), then aVb=ua(b).

Proof, (i): By Proposition 5.13 we know that the intervals L[f a(b),aVb] and L[a Ab,ub(a)]
are isomorphic via x -* 02(x)=xAub(a). Hence, if (a,b)Q, then b>tßf) and 02(b)>
>02(fa(b)). It remains to observe that 02(b)=^b(a) and 02(fa(b))=aAb. The elements
p,=b-fa(b) and p2=^b(a)-(aAb) are atoms. We have p2l(aAb), p2<y>b(a)=(aVb1)Ab,
so that p2<b, p2<aVb1 or p2±(a1 Ab). It follows p2<P!, i.e. P!=p2.

The proof of (ii) may be obtained by duality.

(iii): We have pfa, pia1 since otherwise (p,a)C and, taking into account (fa(b),a)C, we
would obtain(b,a)C, which contradicts (a,b)Q. Furthermore, pi fa(b)implies p^aVb1
and since p<aVb, we get p<(aVb)A(aVb1). Then, a<ub(a) implies aVp<ub(a). It
remains to prove that ub(a)-(aVp)=0 or, equivalently (aVb)A(aVb1)A(aVp)1=0, (+).

By using the equality b=p+fa(b)=(aAb)V(a1 Ab)Vp, we get (aVp)1 A(aVb)= (aVp)1 A

A[aV(aAb)V(a1Ab)Vp]=(aVp)1A[(aVp)V(a1Ab)]. We have a1 Ab^a'.a1 Ab<p\sothat
a1 Ab^a1 Ap1=(aVp)1. Since L is orthomodular, we have ((aVp),(aVp)1)M and, by
using the modular identity, we get

(aVp)1 A[(aVp)V(a1 Ab)]=ax Ab,

which proves (+).

Proposition 6.3. If L is an orthomodular atomic lattice having the covering
property, then (a,b)Q -» (a,b)Q*

Proof. It is sufficient to observe (see Proposition 6.2 (iii)) that ub(a)=aVpì>a, since

pfa.

Now we can prove the main result of this section which — according to the accepted
by us physical interpretation of Q/F! - is a justification of the assumption that a
physical theory must satisfy the covering law.

Theorem 6.4. If L is an orthomodular lattice, then it satisfies the covering
property if and only if QcLxL is symmetric.

Proof. If L has the covering property, then by combining Proposition 6.3 with
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Proposition 3.10 we obtain that Q is symmetric. Conversely, suppose that Q is
symmetric and consider p G Q(L), a G L, p ia. If p < a1, then we get immediately a < aV p.

If pia1, then fa(p)=(aAp)V(a1 Ap)=0<-p, or (a,p)Q. Since Q is symmetric, we have
also (p,a)Q or a>fp(a)=(pAa)V(px Aa)=px Aa. According to Proposition 5.16 (iii) this
statement is equivalent with the covering law.

Remark 6.5. It is interesting to translate Theorem 6.4 in the Hilbert—space
language.

Theorem 6.4'. Let JC, jYES ci36). Suppose that JC has an orthonormal basis
such that all its vectors, except one, are elements of JY or jY1. Then jY has the
same property: it admits an orthonormal basis such that all its vectors, except
one, are elements of JC or JC1.

It would be interesting to see how looks a "purely Hilbertian" proof of this result.
This case serves as a good illustration of the fact that there are geometrical problems
which may be easier solved by using lattice-theoretical methods instead of Hilbertian

techniques.

Finally we want to remark a striking similarity between the properties of the
relation C in orthomodular lattices and the corresponding ones of the relation Q in
atomic orthomodular lattices having the covering property. The properties of the
relation C which we have in view are listed below:

(Cl) C is a—symmetric;
(C2) C is symmetric 5-symmetric) and its symmetry is equivalent with

orthomodularity of L;
(C3) C is selfdual and its selfduality is equivalent with orthomodularity;
(C4) CcM, M* these inclusions being also equivalent with orthomodularity;
(C5) (a,b)C «=» <?b(a)=aAb; (a,b)C* «=> £b(a)=aVb.

The corresponding to (Ck) property of Q will be denoted by (Qk).

(Ql) Q is a-symmetric;
(Q2) Q is symmetric (ô—symmetric) and its symmetry is equivalent with the

covering property;
(Q3)
(Q4) QCM,M*;
(Q5) (a,b)Q <=» ^b(a)->aAb; (a,b)Q* <=* £b(a)<aVb.

We do not know if the selfduality of Q implies the semimodularity of L since we
could not find a proof or a counterexample. For proving (Q4) we may use the following

known result: if L is an atomic orthomodular satisfying the covering law lattice
and a,bGL such that b=b1Vb2, b, 1 b2, (bi,a)C, then (a,b2)M and (a,b2)M* =» (a,b)M, and
(a,b)M* Now, if we put b1 fa(b), b2=b-fa(b) and assume (a,b)Q, then b2Gfi(L).
Since any atom is a modular element of L, we have (a,b2)M,M and (a.b^C. By using
the above mentioned result, we get easily QCM.M* It must be noted that QCM
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does not imply the symmetry of Q.

7 Finite compatibility
Collecting the main results of the preceding paragraphs we may formulate the
following statement: if L is an atomic ortholattice such that a compatibility and
a quasicompatibility may be defined on it, then L is an orthomodular atomic
lattice having the covering property. In this section we will prove that, given L
such a lattice, a family {Fp; p^2} of symmetric relations can be constructed which
describes completely incompatibilities of degrees larger than 1 (see Introduction).

Since L satisfies the covering law, a dimension function exists on it, defined by
J(L)3a^d(a)(see2.4°).

The relations Fn are defined as follows:

(a,b)Fn «=* b-fa(b)G J(L) and d(b-*.(b))=n, (7.1)
or

(a,b)Fn <=* ub(a)-b G J(L) and d(ub(a)-b)=n (7.1')

Since the relation Q is symmetric, the JD-axiom is satisfied and we can say that
(a,b)Fn if and only if there exists a connected chain fa(b)=x0<x1<x2<...<xn=b, so

that it becomes clear that the relations F0=C and Fj=Q are also defined by (7.1). It
is also obvious that all Fn are a-symmetric.

We will prove now that the orthomodularity together with the semimodularity of L
ensure the symmetry of the relations Fn and the inclusions FnCM,M*

Theorem 7.2. If L is an atomic orthomodular lattice having the covering
property, then the relations Fn are symmetric.

Proof. It is sufficient to prove the dual symmetry of the relations Fn: (a,b)Fn =*

=> (b,a)F*. Let us take a,bGL, (a,b)Fn and (Pi,...,p„) an orthogonal decomposition in
atoms of the element b-tßf). We have obviously (pr.ppl for i^j, (pi,fa(b))l, p;<b
for all i, j, l<ij<n. Therefore,

b=(aAb)V(a1Ab)VPlVp2V...VPn.

Since aXp-, (otherwise p, would be compatible with a), we can not expect that
(a,p!,...,pn) is an orthogonal decomposition of ub(a). Nevertheless, the following
statements are true:

a < aVp! < aVpjV p2 <... < aVp^... Vpn, (A)

ub(a)=aVPlVp2V...VPn (B)

If (A) and (B) are true, then it results that between a and ub(a) there exists a
connected chain of length n+1, which represents in fact the statement d(ub(a)-a)=n, or
(b,a)FD.
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Let us prove (A). We have Piia, since otherwise (p,,a)C, ipAItß>),&)C, p1Vfa(b)<b,
PiV lßo)^tß)), contradiction. By applying the covering law we get a<p1Va. If we
might show that p2ipA^a, then we would have similarly p^a<Pj Vp2Va and so on.
Suppose that p2<p:Va. Since L is finite modular (all its finite elements are modular)
and (a,p,)M there exists rGfi(L), r<a, p^rVpj. Obviously, p^r ((p2,a)C and
(p^Pj)!). By using the exchange law we get r^p^pj. Therefore, rlfa(b), r<b,
(r,a)C and we obtain a contradiction (b >rV Ia(b) > lß)) and (rV Ia(b),a)C), which proves
(A). In order to prove (B), let us observe that P;<b<aVb, pil(a1Ab), i.e. p^aVb1.
It results that Pi<(aVb)A(aVb1)=ub(a). Hence, aVp1V...Vpn<(aVb)A(aVb1)=ub(a). It
remains to show that ub(a)-(aVp1V...Vpn)=0 or, equivalently, (aVb)A(aVp1V...Vpn)1
=a1Ab=(aVb1)1. By considering the equality b fa(b)Vp1V...Vpn, we get (aVb)A
A(aVp1V...Vpn)1=[(a1Ab)V(aVp1V...Vpn)]A(aVp1V...VPn)1=a1 Ab, and the theorem is
completely proved.

Proposition 7.3. If L is an orthomodular atomic lattice satisfying the covering
law, then FnCM,M*.

Proof. Let us take a,bGL, (a,b)Fn. The element b2=b-lß>) is finite and, since L is
finite modular, b2 is modular. It results (a,b2)M,M* and (a,b)M,M*

The family {Fp; p>0,l,2,...,n,...} being constructed, we may define the relation
F„=(LxL)\UFn, which is clearly symmetric, invariant under automorphisms of L and
a-symmetric. It remains to observe that {Fp; pGNUjoo}} is a family of relations
which describes almost completely the incompatibility of tests of the theory L.

8 Conclusion
A physical theory is a triple (L, F0, Fj), where:

(i) L is an atomic ortholattice;
(ii) F0CLxL is a relation describing compatibility of tests;
(iii) F^LxL is a relation describing quasicompatibility — or incompatibility

of degree 1 — of tests.

Both F0 and FL have physical interpretations resulting from a careful analysis of
empirical compatibility and of its mathematical representation as a relation on L.
Such a theory is automatically orthomodular and semimodular. The set {F0, FJ may
be enlarged up to a set {Fp; FpCLxL, pGNU{oo}} describing all possible degrees of
incompatibility of tests.
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Appendix
In his Ph. D. Thesis Aerts defines "lattices of properties of an entity consisting of
two separated entities" and proves that they are not orthomodular and do not satisfy
the covering law, [2]. We will show here that this fact does not contradict our
conclusion concerning properties which a physical theory must have.

Indeed, in the Aerts' reasoning a particular class of systems - those constituted from
separated entities - is analyzed and the lattices of properties for such systems are
constricted account taking of certain specific physical assumptions. Naturally, the
lattices obtained in such a way have not necessarily the properties we found that a

physical theory must have. The main result of our paper is the justification of the
fact that a physical theory, which is at least an ortholattice, is orthomodular
and semimodular if a measure of incompatibility is defined on it. So, it is
clear that the Aerts' and our results do not contradict each other. We can say even
more: if an ortholattice L describes some physical systems and if it is accepted that
any physical theory considers the compatibility in the sense of this work, then it
must be also accepted the existence of a physical theory T and of an injective mapping

tp: L -» T which preserves the order and the orthocomplementation (see, for
instance, [3]).
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